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Abstract
This paper aims to democratize the design and fabrication of robots, enabling people of all skill levels to make robots without needing expert domain knowledge. Existing work in computational design and rapid fabrication has explored this question of customization for physical objects but so far has not been able to conquer the complexity of robot designs. We have developed Interactive Robogami, a tool for composition-based design of ground robots that can be fabricated as flat sheets and then folded into 3D structures. This rapid prototyping process enables users to create lightweight, affordable, and materially versatile robots with short turnaround time. Using Interactive Robogami, designers can compose new robot designs from a database of print and fold parts. The designs are tested for the users’ functional specifications via simulation and fabricated upon user satisfaction. We present six robots designed and fabricated using a 3D printing based approach, as well as a larger robot cut from sheet metal. We have also conducted a user study that demonstrates our tool is intuitive for novice designers and expressive enough to create a wide variety of ground robot designs.
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Introduction
A long-held goal in the robotics field has been to see our technologies enter the hands of the everyman. With the increasing number of retailers selling robotic kits, as well as the development of robotic household products, this goal has recently started to become a reality. Unfortunately despite these advances, customizing robotic technology to individual needs remains a challenge. Robots are complex systems that tightly integrate mechanical, electronic, and computational subsystems. As a result, customization at anything more than a superficial level often requires a nonnegligible amount of engineering skill. And yet, in order for robots to be able to address the individual needs of their users, they must allow for personalization.

Traditionally, robot development is a challenging and time-consuming process involving many iterations of design and testing, even for skilled engineers. Designers who decide to tackle this challenge must be able not only to devise and integrate physical and computational subcomponents, but also to evaluate manufacturability, usability, reliability, and other practical issues. Projects often go through multiple prototypes before converging to a final design. Recent advances in rapid fabrication have made creating complex 3D physical objects easier than ever, allowing people to realize their designs in hours or days instead of weeks or years. Among these, 3D printing has emerged as a method for creating general geometries quickly. Unlike traditional manufacturing, in which complex geometries require in-depth analysis to ensure fabricability, 3D printing processes are independent of the fabricated object, meaning that designers are able to instantiate increasingly complex geometries without corresponding increases in cost or fabrication time. As a result, multiple groups have started to investigate how mechanisms and linkages can be fabricated as single prints without requiring post-fabrication assembly by printing joints, full mechanisms, and robots. However, when it comes to evaluation and design cycles, current design tools still present users with clear limitations, and the learning curve is steep for anyone who wishes to create a design from scratch.

In this paper, we explore an intuitive design tool that complements current rapid fabrication methods, with the goal of providing designers with a framework for rapidly exploring, evaluating, and realizing their robotic designs. We focus in particular on print and fold robots, robots whose mechanical parts are fabricated as flat sheets and folded into their final 3D form. The main challenges that we tackle with this system are threefold. First, the design space is large and there is a great amount of flexibility. For any given task, there are many robot designs that could satisfy the task requirements. A robot design tool must allow users to make interesting design choices while presenting the design space in an intuitive and manageable manner. A second challenge is the interdependence of subsystems in a
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robotic design. A robot has a mechanical body that has a geometry, has a particular kinematic structure, and is made of certain materials; it has actuators, sensors, and electronics that control the robots interactions with the environment at the low-level; and it has software that provides its high-level behaviors. Each of these components affects the other. In this paper, we address the subproblem of geometry-gait interdependence for ground robots. A third challenge is the transition from a conceptual design to a physical robot. Any design that a user creates must be manufacturable, that is, each of its pieces must be able to be fabricated, and the disparate pieces must be able to be assembled. Therefore, a robot design tool should validate not only a robots final form but also its fabrication plan.

In our work we tackle these challenges using a design by composition framework. This framework presents users with a database of usable robot parts which are independently manufacturable. Users can compose the parts together to form full designs and the validity and manufacturability of the design is maintained at every step. Components in the database can be parameterized to allow variability while keeping the space of possible designs manageable. Composition also addresses the challenge of concurrent geometry and gait design, since in addition to the geometric components, we also include gait components in the database. The tool incorporates simulations and interactive feedback with algorithms for design composition to streamline parts of the design cycle and guide the users exploration. It also includes algorithms for automatic generation of fabrication plans to provide users with full fabrication and assembly instructions for the robots mechanical body, required electronics, and control software.

We have tested our methods by implementing this system, which we call Interactive Robogami, and using it to design and fabricate six robots of different forms. The robots are printed as flat fold patterns using a 3D printer and folded into their 3D shape. One was also fabricated in a larger form using sheet metal. We have also introduced the tool to eight novice users to investigate the expressiveness and usability of a design by composition framework.

**Related Work**

Our work draws from a number of methods in computational design, fabrication-oriented design, and robot design.

**Computational Design** Recent works in computational design have proposed techniques to bridge the gap between aesthetic design and physical validity and functionality. For example, Whiting at al. propose a method to optimize the geometric form of masonry buildings to shapes that are more structurally sound. Umetani et al. describe a system for furniture design that guides users in creating physically valid solutions. Similar works have optimized the geometry of 3D printed shapes to make them stand, spin, and to control more generic mass properties. Shape optimization has also been used to allow complex functionality such as flying capabilities. Our work is similar to these efforts since we propose a technique for designing functional robots that also guides the user in geometric modeling to optimize for ground locomotion.

**Fabrication-Oriented Design** Manufacturability has long been a concern in engineering design and more recently has become an area of interest in the computer graphics community. Proposed fabrication-oriented systems include tools for plush toys, furniture, clothes, inflatable structures, wire meshes, model airplanes, twisty puzzles, prototypes of mechanical objects, and architecture-scale objects. Our work is similar to these efforts in the sense that our tool constrains the design space to ensure fabricability. For fabrication, we use a method that combines 3D printing with origami-inspired fabrication methods: robots are 3D printed as flat faces that are then folded into their final shape. This method exploits origami-inspired fabrication which generates low-cost, lightweight structures and combines it with the flexibility of additive manufacturing technologies to produce complex geometries and durable functional joints.

**Design of Robots and Functional Mechanisms** Design generation work often considers mechanical structure and task-specific movement in isolation, with mechanisms being designed independently of actuation. Although fabrication plans for fully functional robots were outputted in the design, the designs were driven by mechanical considerations, and the electrical and software components generated in a post-processing stage. On the other side of the spectrum are work in generating driving mechanisms that match desired input motions for toy designs, robots, and other models. The combined geometry-motion design challenge, although acknowledged, is not addressed by these systems.

**Concurrent Design** Concurrent design of multiple coupled subcomponents is a common challenge when developing complex systems. Proposed methods for tackling this challenge include methods for combined structure and control optimization for mechatronic systems, cooptimization of dimensions and gait for a quadrupedal robot, coevolution of mechanics and actuation for printable robots, and concurrent design of planar linkage structures and trajectories. These works search for satisfactory designs under space and kinematic constraints. Our work is similar in that our robots require concurrent design of geometry and motion. However, our system handles 3D robot designs and additionally considers the stability, speed, and actuation requirements associated with a ground robot.

**Design by Composition** Compositional design tools have been shown in previous work to facilitate user creativity while simplifying the design process for a wide variety of geometric objects such as furniture, clothing, and electromechanical systems. The idea has existed at a hardware level in the robotics literature in the form of modular robots, where individual hardware modules can be combined on-site to create new geometries and capabilities. However, since it is difficult to know what capabilities will be needed, these systems often suffer from the need to create ever more powerful modules. For robot design tools, allowing users to combine virtual modules that can then be fabricated according to their exact specifications provides designers with greater flexibility. In our approach we combine geometry and control design exploiting a component database in an interactive system.
One of the main challenges in robot design is the interdependence of the geometry and motion. A typical design process for a robot starts with geometry design, followed by actuator selection, then controller design. However, minor changes in geometry can drastically simplify actuator or control design. Take for example the robot in Figure 1. This four-legged robot was designed by a user to deliver ice cream. In this task, speed is essential to ensure the ice cream does not melt. In addition, the robot must be steady enough that the ice cream does not spill on the way to its destination. In general, the fastest way for a statically stable four-legged robot to move is for all the legs to move simultaneously, resulting in a scooting motion. With the user’s initial design (Figure 1(a)), though, this gait is unstable and the robot topples backwards. The user can find a gait with the left and right pairs of legs moving sequentially that allows the robot to move forward with only a slight wobble (Figure 1(b)). However, changing the geometry slightly allows the robot to succeed with the original gait and maintain its high speed without falling over (Figure 1(c)), resulting in a robot that is almost 50% faster.

Design Decisions

One of the main challenges in robot design is the interdependence of the geometry and motion. A typical design process for a robot starts with geometry design, followed by actuator selection, then controller design. However, minor changes in geometry can drastically simplify actuator or control design. Take for example the robot in Figure 1. This four-legged robot was designed by a user to deliver ice cream. In this task, speed is essential to ensure the ice cream does not melt. In addition, the robot must be steady enough that the ice cream does not spill on the way to its destination. In general, the fastest way for a statically stable four-legged robot to move is for all the legs to move simultaneously, resulting in a scooting motion. With the user’s initial design (Figure 1(a)), though, this gait is unstable and the robot topples backwards. The user can find a gait with the left and right pairs of legs moving sequentially that allows the robot to move forward with only a slight wobble (Figure 1(b)). However, changing the geometry slightly allows the robot to succeed with the original gait and maintain its high speed without falling over (Figure 1(c)), resulting in a robot that is almost 50% faster.

We present an interactive system that allows designers to explore how both geometry and motion affect robot performance, enabling them to make these types of design choices. Our system contains tools for geometry and gait design, as well simulations for evaluating the model (ref. Figure 2). Users interact with the tool through a graphical user interface (Figure 3) in which they can visualize the models they create and receive real time feedback as to how changes to the design affect the robot’s performance. The system keeps track of the geometry and motion in order to output a full fabrication plan once the user is ready to build the design.

Our design choices were driven by three main objectives: 1) facilitate user creativity while maintaining wide range of accessibility, 2) enable concurrent design of motion and geometry, 3) guarantee fabricability and 4) provide real time feedback for ground locomotion design.

Since the design space of robots is too large to be explored interactively by casual users, we introduce a component library and an assembly based modeling tool to allow users to combine components in the database to create new robots. This method has been shown to facilitate user creativity while maintaining wide range accessibility. The components in the database are parameterized to allow variability while keeping the space of possible designs manageable. A linear parameterization simplifies the data representation and speeds up computation without compromising expressiveness.

In order to address the concurrent design problem, our database contains both geometric parts and motions and is supported by a grammar that dictates composition rules...
for both of these components. To this end we drew many insights from the experience of robotics engineers. We categorized parts into bodies, legs, and peripherals based on the functionality of components in existing robot designs. The joint controllers were chosen based on the physiology literature and parameterized according to when legs were expected to make contact with the ground.

All the geometric components can be fabricated using our 3D print and fold method and the parametrization is designed so that this is preserved at any configuration. The composition tool uses the parametric representation to snap geometric component together constraining the composed models to a fabricable set of geometries. The composition rules are used to determine the electronic components needed in the assembly and the parametric motion representation is used for automatic generation of the control software. This allows the system to automatically generate a full fabrication plan for every composed model.

Optimization and simulation tools are used to guide users in realizing a stable ground robot as will be detailed in a later sections. The parametric representation defines the design space for a fixed topology over which optimization can occur. Nine performance and fabrication metrics are computed in real time when a user creates or modifies a robot and are displayed to the user. Users can optimize designs relative to these metrics by altering geometry, gait, or both. We chose metrics that are commonly of interest to roboticists designing ground behavior. These objectives allow inexperienced users to optimize their designs to follow trajectories, minimize fabrication cost, maximize speed, and overall make more intelligent design tradeoffs than when using single-metric systems often found in the literature. During a pilot study, we found that users preferred some metrics (e.g., speed, turning angle) and found others to be unintuitive (e.g., forward travel) and we incorporated this feedback into our user interface design.

**Geometric Design**

Our assembly based modeling tool allows users to create new designs by composing parts from a collection of parametric components and manipulating their shape parameters.

**Geometry Components**

We have created a database of robot components to be used in design. These components are classified into three categories: robot bodies, limbs (wheels and legs), and peripherals, shown in Figure 4. The database contains a total of 45 components, including 12 bodies, 23 limbs, and 10 peripherals.

All the components in the database are parameterized to allow structure-preserving variations. They were created using a system similar to that in ?. Each component \( M \) contains a set of shape parameters \( q \) and a corresponding feasible set \( Q \), which together describe the viable component geometries (see Figure 5). Each vertex on the geometry is written as a linear function of the shape parameters \( q \). Components are also annotated with fabrication rules for our 3D print and fold method. This includes a 2D representation of the fold pattern, consisting of a set of 2D faces and connection information between their edges that indicate where folds are located in the design. The 3D and 2D representations are coupled so that they are simultaneously updated as parameters are changed.

In order to allow the assembly based modeling to work with our fabrication method, each component \( M \) is also annotated with a set of connecting patches \( p_i \) that indicate where components are allowed to be connected together. Patch representations are also a function of the shape parameters \( q \) and contain orientation information dictating the direction of connection. We define two types of patches. Static patches are edges where rigid attachments can be made. Because we use an origami-inspired fabrication approach, components can only be attached along folds. When components are attached along static patches, connecting hinges are added to the corresponding edges in the 2D unfolding. Functional patches indicate where
articulated connections occur. These are either single points on the centers of wheels and legs or line segments along the sides of the bodies. When components are attached along functional patches, servomotors are added to actuate the articulations.

Geometry Manipulation

Components can be modified based on the parametric representation. Allowable manipulations include translation, rotation, and dimension scaling. In order to maintain a linear representation for the geometric components, rotation is restricted to a global rotation of the model and involves modifying the linear functions that represent the vertex locations and connections.

All other manipulations correspond to an optimization of the parameter values. For example, in order to scale the dimensions of a face, users select that face and click and drag on one of the two orthonormal control axes that appear (Figure 3). The dimension in the selected direction, \( d(q) \), is expressed as a function of the design parameters \( q \) using the distance between the extreme vertices in this direction (see Figure 6). Resizing involves finding a feasible solution, \( q \in Q \), such that \( \|d(q) - (d(q_{current}) + K)\|_2 \) is minimized, where \( q_{current} \) are the parameter values at the current configuration and \( K \) is the resizing amount defined by the user’s dragging. Since there might be many feasible solutions to this problem, the system finds the one that keeps the model as close as possible to its original state. We express the distance to the current configuration as \( \|D(q) - D(q_{current})\|_2 \), where \( D \) is a matrix created by stacking the directional dimensions of all faces and represents the current dimensions of the model. The closest model satisfying the user’s input can be found by solving for

\[
q^* := \text{argmin} \|d(q) - (d(q_{current}) + K)\|_2 + \alpha \|D(q) - D(q_{current})\|_2 \quad \text{s.t.} \quad q \in Q
\]  

(1)

where \( \alpha \) is a weighting parameter. Translation of parts is performed in an analogous manner.

Geometry Composition

As users drag new components \( M^c \) onto the screen, the system proposes a connection to the working model \( M^w \). It searches for the closest pair \( (p_i^c, p_j^w) \) of either static or functional patches and proposes to connect them by highlighting them in real time (ref. Figure 7). When the users are satisfied with a matching pair, they finalize the connection (Algorithm 1). This operation first rotates the added model so that the patches are properly aligned, then defines constraints on the parametric representation that snap the components into place and adds connection information.

The information added depends on the patch type. For static patches, constraints ensure that the pairs of patch edges remain coincident. The system also adds folds to connect the 2D unfoldings. For functional patches, the constraints enforce that patch regions intersect, i.e., that patch points are coincident when attaching limbs to limbs or that patch points lie on patch lines when attaching limbs to bodies. Joint information indicating that a servomotor should be added between these two components is also added. We define four types of joints: wheel joints (connecting wheels and bodies), single leg joints (connecting single-link legs to bodies), shoulder joints (connecting multi-link legs to bodies), and elbow joints (connecting links within the same leg). These connections define a kinematic chain that is used for gait design and simulation.

Constraints on point and edge locations can be defined as linear constraints on the shape parameters \( q \). When connecting a limb to a body, a new parameter \( q_b \) indicating the position of the leg along the side of the body is added. Linear constraints are then defined to enforce that the point patch on the limb is attached at this location. In addition, when multiple limbs are attached to the same functional patch, inequality constraints on \( q_b \) are added to enforce that limbs do not collide during locomotion. We use a conservative approximation that ensures limbs will not collide in any gait.

Once constraints are defined, the system finds the valid parameters that keep the model as close as possible to the
current configuration by solving for

\[ q^* := \arg\min_{q} \| D(q) - D(q_{\text{current}}) \|_2 \quad \text{s.t. } q \in \mathcal{Q} \]  

(2)

The solution of this optimization “snaps” the components into place.

Since assembled models preserve the parametric representation, users can continue to manipulate shapes in the way described above after assembly. When one part is manipulated, the different parts of the composed model will update to satisfy the constraints imposed by the composition algorithm.

Finally, our system also allows users to define additional constraints on composed models. The user interface exposes a list of symmetry constraints that can be enforced or relaxed at any design stage. These include equalizing the length of all limbs, uniformly spacing all limbs along the sides of the body, equalizing thickness of all legs, and equalizing length of links on multi-linked legs.

These constraints are also defined as linear constraints on the shape parameters \( q \). We use the parameters \( q_c \) that indicate the position of each limb along the side of the body to define a uniform spacing. Equalizing length and thickness of limbs and links is done by constraining their bounding box dimensions.

**Gait Design**

Motion of a ground robot is dictated by its gait, which consists of the periodic motions performed by the robot’s joints as it locomotes. Similar to the geometry design process, gait design is done by manipulating parameters of gait components and composing them into a gait sequence.

**Gait Component**

We have designed a gait that consists of two phases: a step phase and a reset phase. During the step phase, limbs take turns lifting off and re-situating. During the reset phase, all limbs move to shift the robot’s joint angles back to their pre-step configuration. In our parametric model, users can vary the size of the step for each limb and select the ordering of limb steps. The reset phase is modeled on these same constraints on composed models. The user interface exposes a list of symmetry constraints that can be enforced or relaxed at any design stage. These include equalizing the length of all limbs, uniformly spacing all limbs along the sides of the body, equalizing thickness of all legs, and equalizing length of links on multi-linked legs.

These constraints are also defined as linear constraints on the shape parameters \( q \). We use the parameters \( q_c \) that indicate the position of each limb along the side of the body to define a uniform spacing. Equalizing length and thickness of limbs and links is done by constraining their bounding box dimensions.

![Figure 8. Joint controllers for each joint type. Controllers for every joint are separated into a step phase (shown in green) and a reset phase (shown in red). Users modify gaits by changing the \( \theta_i \) values for each joint and defining the step sequence.](image)

We have designed a parametric controller for each joint type using this gait model. The joint motions that occur under each controller are shown in Figure 8. Green arrows indicate the joint trajectory during the step phase. Red arrows indicate the trajectory during the reset phase. Note that since wheels cannot lift off the ground once in contact, they do not experience a step phase. The combination of these controllers for a given robot topology defines a parametric gait component with gait parameters \( g \) and a corresponding feasible set \( \mathcal{G} \).

The gait parameters \( g \) are as set of parameters for each limb \( (\theta_i, N_i) \), where the value \( \theta_i \) controls the angle swept out by the \( i \)th limb during the reset phase, and the integer \( N_i \) defines the step order of the \( i \)th limb with respect to the step sequence. During the step phase, limbs can move in groups, therefore more than one limb can have the same step parameter \( N_i \) (see Figure 9). The feasible set \( \mathcal{G} \) includes constraints on \( N_i \) so that every step is associated with at least one leg. It also includes bounds on the absolute value of \( \theta_i \). Negative values for \( \theta_i \) indicate a sweep in the opposite direction. Timing information for the gait is computed based on the parameter values and the servomotor’s maximum angular speed (3.3\( \pi \) rad/s).

**Gait Manipulation**

The system provides users with a list of gait suggestions using a heuristic based on the stability and speed for a given topology. Stability is approximated as the distance between the projection of the robot’s center of mass on the ground plane and the boundary of its support polygon, and speed is approximated by counting the number of steps \( N \). The system suggests gaits that maximize stability, then speed. It suggests only gaits that keep at least 3 limbs on the ground at all times.

Our system also suggests three standard gaits in which all limbs step simultaneously \((N = 1)\). The three variations consist of all positive values for \( \theta_i \)’s (forward gait), negative values for \( \theta_i \)’s along the left side of the body and positive values for \( \theta_i \)’s on the right (rotation to the left), and positive values for \( \theta_i \)’s along the left side of the body and negative values for \( \theta_i \)’s on the right (rotation to the right).
Users design a gait by initially choosing a suggestion provided by the software. The users can adjust the gait parameters using the interface in Figure 9 (middle). The image on the left side shows the users the step sequence, while the smaller images to the right show the directions of movement of particular limbs. Users can adjust the step order or the sweep angle $\theta_i$ for each leg by using the arrows and sliders.

**Gait Composition**

Users can design multiple gaits by repeating the process for gait manipulation on the system's suggestions and assigning each of the new gaits a unique name. They can compose a gait sequence by dragging the gaits onto a timeline (Figure 9 (bottom)). The system displays to the user each of the gaits they have designed, using colors to indicate which gait takes place at each entry in the gait sequence. The system automatically adds a transition gait between any two gaits whose ending and starting joint configurations do not match. The transition gait consists of all joints moving between the ending joint angles of the previous gait to the starting joint angles of the next gait at the servomotor's maximum speed ($3.3\pi$ rad/s).

**Interactive Feedback and Optimization**

Our system incorporates simulations and metric evaluations that enable users to evaluate their designs and make additional changes before finalizing and fabricating the robot.

**Simulation** The robot models are simulated by discretizing time and computing the corresponding statically stable geometry at each time step. In particular, at each time $t_i$, the configuration of the robot is first computed by updating the joint angles at each of the robot’s joints. Next, the robot’s orientation is found by placing the lowest points of the robot on the ground and iteratively pivoting the robot about its contact points until it is statically stable. The weight of actuators is accounted for using a point mass at the center of the joints. The direction of rotation is determined by computing the effect of a downward gravitational force applied at the robot’s center of mass. The robot is statically stable when the projection of its center of mass onto the ground plane lies within its support polygon (i.e., the convex hull of the contact points with the ground).

We approximate friction by assuming that the robot has slipped as little as possible. At each time $t_i$, our system finds the contact points of the robot with the ground and identifies those points that were also in contact at time $t_{i-1}$. To compute the new pose of the robot, a least-squares rigid transformation between the locations of the contact points from the two time steps is computed and applied to the robot.

Since the robot may exhibit different behaviors over multiple gait cycles (e.g., toppling), the system performs the simulation until it has detected that the robot has reached a steady-state behavior. It detects this case by comparing the pose of the robot at the beginning of a gait cycle to its pose at the beginning of every previous gait cycle. If its pose differs by only a translation and a rotation about $\hat{z}$, then the robot has reached a steady state. The system stores information about the start time $t_{i_0}$ and end time $t_{i_f}$ for one iteration of the robot’s steady state behavior for metric evaluation. Any pose of the robot after this time can be calculated as a rigid transformation of a pose during this time period.

**Metrics** The robot models are simulated for each of the different designed gaits and the composed gait sequence. The simulations are used to compute metrics that provide the user with information about the robot’s expected performance. All metrics on designed gaits are computed for the robot’s steady state behavior.

The system evaluates the following metrics, which tell users about the robot’s overall performance.

1. **Speed:** The average speed $V$ of the robot in steady state is computed as the distance traveled during one iteration of steady state behavior, divided by the amount of time required to traverse that distance:

   \[
   V = \frac{1}{t_{i_f} - t_{i_0}} \sum_{i=i_0+1}^{i_f} \| p(t_i) - p(t_{i-1}) \|_2
   \]

   where $p(t_i)$ is the position of the robot’s center of mass at time $t_i$. Speed is reported in mm/s.

2. **Wobbliness:** The average wobbliness $W$ of the robot is computed as the amount of orientation variation the robot experiences over one iteration of steady state behavior:

   \[
   W = \frac{1}{t_{i_f} - t_{i_0}} \sum_{i=i_0+1}^{i_f} |\Delta \theta (t_{i-1}, t_i)|
   \]

   where $\Delta \theta (t_{i-1}, t_i)$ is the combined yaw and pitch angular change between time $t_{i-1}$ and time $t_i$. Wobbliness is reported in rad.

3. **Slip:** The average slip of the robot is the root mean square of errors between contact points during the final reorientation step of the simulation.

   \[
   S = \frac{1}{t_{i_f} - t_{i_0}} \sum_{i=i_0+1}^{i_f} \left( \frac{1}{n_i} \sum_j \| c_j^i - c_j^{i-1} \|_2 \right)^2
   \]

   where $n_i$ is the total number of contact points that remain in contact between times $t_{i-1}$ and time $t_i$, and $c_j^i$ is the location of one of those contact points $j$ at time $t_i$. Slip is reported in mm.

The following metrics are also computed for each of the designed gaits to provide the user with additional information for composition.

1. **Angle of Rotation:** The robot’s change in heading is computed over one gait cycle.

   \[
   \Delta \phi = \frac{1}{t_{i_f} - t_{i_0}} (\phi(t_{i_f}) - \phi(t_{i_0}))
   \]

   where $\phi(t_i)$ is the heading of the robot at time $t_i$. Angle of rotation is reported in degrees.

2. **Curvature:** The average curvature of a gait is the reciprocal of the robot trajectory’s radius of curvature and is computed as

   \[
   \rho = \frac{2 \sin(\Delta \phi/2)}{\| p(t_{i_f}) - p(t_{i_0}) \|_2}
   \]

   Curvature is reported in 1/m.
3. Variance: The variance of a trajectory is calculated assuming that the robot ideally follows a circular path with curvature C and uses the perpendicular error from that path.

\[ E = \frac{1}{t_f - t_0} \sum_{i=t_0}^{t_f} \| p(t_i) - \hat{p}(t_i) \|^2_2 \]

where \( \hat{p}(t_i) \) is the closest point to \( p(t_i) \) on the circular trajectory. Variance is reported in mm².

In addition to these performance metrics, the system computes fabrication metrics related to the robot geometry and kinematics. These include:

1. Fabrication Cost: The fabrication cost is computed as the mass in grams of nonsupport material required to print the robot body.
2. Electronics Cost: The cost of electronics is the combined cost of the servomotors, the microcontroller, and the battery.
3. Total Mass: The total mass of the robot in grams is calculated as the combined mass of the printed body and the electronics.

**Feedback and Guidance** Our system computes the metrics at interactive rates and exposes them to the user as feedback during the design process. A tab on the right side of the UI displays each gait design’s metric values, colored according to gait. It also shows an overhead view of the trajectory of the robot’s center of mass for each gait. An arrow at the end of the trajectory indicates the robot’s final heading. As the user manipulates the model and composes parts, the metrics and trajectories update automatically to reflect the changes. Users can also visualize an animation of any of the designed gaits in order to have a more comprehensive understanding of the robot’s motion.

Our system also provides guidance to the user on how to manipulate model dimensions. To activate this feature, users select a metric value to improve (i.e., increasing speed, decreasing wobble, decreasing slip, etc.) and turn guidance on. When they next choose a face on the model to scale or translate, the system displays arrows on the control axes indicating which direction to change the dimensions to improve that value (Figure 10). The system uses finite differences to determine how much the metric improves for each manipulation axis and draws an arrow if the improvement is above a given threshold. The guidance can be performed for metrics on individual designed gaits or for the composed gait sequence, and it helps the user to find optimal part dimensions for that metric.

Finally, our system contains an automatic optimization method that will search for metric improvements in the full geometry space. The system uses NLopt’s COBYLA implementation for search for parameter changes that achieve a local optimum of the user-chosen metric. For example, when the four-legged fish design in Figure 11 is optimized for speed, the system increases the overall size of the robot and two of the legs (Figure 11(b)). Because of legs on the same side of the robot are constrained to be far enough apart that they will never collide, and since robot speed is most affected by the maximum leg length, having one long leg and one shorter leg yields a higher speed than having two legs of equal length. The same model can also be optimized for minimum wobbliness, in which case the model becomes flatter and the back legs become shorter than the front ones to account for the heavy tail (Figure 11(c)).

**Fabrication**

Our system outputs a full fabrication plan for the robot that the user has designed. These plans include a mesh of the robot’s body that can be sent to a 3D printer, a list of electronics and port connections, and software to load onto the microcontroller (see Supplementary Materials for example fabrication plan). The user is responsible for assembling the robot model.

**Fabricating the Robot Body**

For the robot bodies, we use a combination of 3D and origami-inspired assembly methods that provide a balance between the versatility and rigidity of 3D printing and the speed of planar fabrication. Since the model that the user designs is already associated with a 2D fold pattern, our system can convert the pattern into a 3D printable mesh (Figure 12, Algorithm 2).

In order to construct the mesh, faces are first shrunk along the normals of connection edges to make room for folds and hinges are added to the mesh to enable folding. All the faces need to be shrunk before adding any hinges so that the added hinges do not interfere with each other. The faces are then extruded to 1 mm, which we chose as the thickness that produces rigid faces while still allowing almost \( \pi \) rad fold angles. At each of the functional connections, holes are added to the faces to make room for servomotors to be mounted. The hinge design is parameterized according to its location in the overall model, its length and its angle. It is also designed to snap together so that faces that are not adjacent
in the 2D pattern can still be connected in the folded state. The hinges snap to the correct fold angle during assembly.

Finally, our system enables certain parts to be printed as 3D objects instead of folded ones. For example, volumetric feet on some of the legs are printed in a softer, rubbery material to increase friction with the ground. Wheels are printed thicker in order to increase their rigidity.

**Implementing the Motion Sequence**

In order to implement the motion sequence, the robot requires actuators and control circuitry. An electronics plan is generated based on the kinematic tree of the robot design. Our control circuitry uses an Arduino Pro Mini and is based on a standardized electronics module described previously in ?. First, one servomotor is assigned to each degree of freedom. For this system, we use the Turnigy TGY-1370A servomotors, modified to also output a position degree rotation before moving with a backwards gait 180 1), fixing the back legs and moving forward stably with included a combination of right and left rotation gaits (user 3), allowing the user to design gaits and to change the geometry where all legs have equal values for \( \theta \). Users who were not allowed to manipulate the geometry were able to explore the gait design tool creatively to reach the goal. Solutions included a combination of right and left rotation gaits (user 1), fixing the back legs and moving forward stably with only the front legs (users 2 and 6), and performing an 180 degree rotation before moving with a backwards gait towards the goal. To reach these solutions, users made

**Algorithm 2: Fabricate()**

```
1 forall static patch pair (\( p_i, p_j \)) do
2     Shrink connected faces along connecting edges;
3 end
4 Extrude all faces to 1 mm;
5 forall functional patch pair (\( p_i, p_j \)) do
6     Add holes for servo mounts;
7 end
8 forall static patch pair (\( p_i, p_j \)) do
9     Generate printable hinge at patch locations;
10 end
```

![Figure 12](image1.png)

**Figure 12.** Our system automatically generates a 3D mesh for a foldable design. (a) The original design, with blue edges indicating static connections and green dots indicating functional connections. (b) Connections are processed by shrinking faces to make room for hinges and adding holes for servo mounts. (c) Hinges are added and the result is a complete mesh that is 3D printed.

The results demonstrate a wide range of geometries that are achievable using our system. Interestingly, when body geometries that users wanted were not available as single components in the database, they were able to create new shapes by composing and rescaling individual bodies together. The users generally expressed satisfaction with the expressiveness of the system. An enthusiastic user designed an additional 18 robots with different levels of complexity (Figure 14). Each model took 3 to 25 min. to design.

**Geometry Design**

In the first task, users were given 10 min. to interact with the geometry composition tool and create a car. Figure 13 shows the models that the users created. All of the models were functional vehicles that rolled forward without toppling. The results demonstrate a wide range of geometries that are achievable using our system. Interestingly, when body geometries that users wanted were not available as single components in the database, they were able to create new shapes by composing and rescaling individual bodies together. The users generally expressed satisfaction with the expressiveness of the system. An enthusiastic user designed an additional 18 robots with different levels of complexity (Figure 14). Each model took 3 to 25 min. to design.

**Gait Design**

In the second task, users were given a robot design and asked to design a trajectory to navigate the robot through an obstacle course in the least amount of travel time. The users were given 15 min. to complete the task. Half of the users were allowed both to design gaits and to change the geometry parameters of the design, while the other half were restricted to gait design. Figure 15 shows the trajectories designed by each user and the total time of each gait sequence.

The robot geometry provided was similar to the one described in Figure 1, which topples during forward gaits where all legs have equal values for \( \theta \). Users who were not allowed to manipulate the geometry were able to explore the gait design tool creatively to reach the goal. Solutions included a combination of right and left rotation gaits (user 1), fixing the back legs and moving forward stably with only the front legs (users 2 and 6), and performing an 180 degree rotation before moving with a backwards gait towards the goal. To reach these solutions, users made
extensive use of the interactive feedback during manipulation of gait parameters and gait sequence composition. The users reported that the most useful features were the animations and the trajectory visualization.

On the other hand, users who were not restricted to gait design edited the robot dimensions so that it would be stable during a forward gait with all legs moving simultaneously. The resulting gait sequences were significantly faster (40\% time reduction on average) than the ones designed without geometry modification. These users referenced the metrics tab on the user interface when manipulating the shape to find more stable configurations. One user used the guide arrows to minimize the wobbliness metric.

Fabrication Examples

We tested the full design pipeline by composing and fabricating 6 robot models, shown in Figure 16. Figure 17 shows the electronics inside one of the models. They each took 10-15 min. to design, 3-7 hr. to print, and 30-90 min. to assemble (ref. Table 2). Each robot was fabricated and assembled successfully and was able to execute the gait designed in the system.

The robots demonstrate a range of locomotion types and gaits. The mouse, dragon, and ant are each robots that use multiple single legs to walk. The mouse uses a gait that steps with one leg at a time, while the dragon and ant move their legs in groups. The ant uses a standard tripod gait commonly seen in robotic hexapods. The wheeled car robot is an example of locomotion with a rigid body and wheels that rotate continuously to move it forward. Two of the robots demonstrate combinations of limb types. The house has two front legs and two back wheels. It moves each of its two legs forward individually but rotates its wheels simultaneously to shift forward. The monkey has double-link front legs and single back legs, and it uses a similar step sequence to the mouse but with a different ordering of legs.

The resulting robot trajectories were similar to those predicted by the system. Figure 18 shows frames from the simulation of the monkey compared with the physical robot at the same time. Each of the legs moves at the expected times and in the correct order. In addition, the robot dips forward when the third leg moves ($t = 3.0$ s) in both the simulation and in the physical model. Both models have turned slightly to the right by the end of one gait cycle.

To test the degree of similarity of the physical robots with the simulations in the design tool, we tracked the movement of each of the robots over 10 gait cycles for 5 trial runs in a VICON motion capture system. We calculated the speed, mean curvature, and turning angle for each of these trajectories. The mean metric values for each robot are given in Table 1. The car is the fastest robot, with a speed of 357.02 mm/s, while the monkey is the slowest of the robots, moving at a speed of 6.99 mm/s. All the experimental speed values are within 26\% of the expected value, and turning angles are within 0.13 radians (7.35 deg.) of the expected turning angle. Larger errors in speed are correlated with larger errors in turning angle. During experiments, those robots experienced greater amounts of slip because their limbs were not moving completely synchronously and so dragged on the floor. While they were moving, there were also slight shifts of the positions of electronic internals, such as batteries and microcontrollers, that were not accounted for in the simulations.

Finally, we compared our 3D print and fold method to directly 3D printing the geometries of their folded state. Table 2 compares the printing time and material usage for each process. Our 3D print and fold technique yields a 73.2\% reduction in 3D printing time and a 69.9\% reduction in material usage on average. The difference in material usage is due to the support material that is necessary to print the robots in their 3D form. In addition to the fabrication efficiency, our method allows fabrication of closed shapes that are empty on the inside. All of our printed models would have been impossible to assemble as 3D models since there is no way to remove the support material from inside the body and to add the electronics.

Extensions

Because the system abstracts away the implementation details, users can design robots without specifying the exact fabrication approach. As a result, the models that users produce can also be fabricated using other origami-inspired methods, allowing our system to scale to robots beyond those models that can be printed in the 3D printer. For example, Figure 19 shows a foldable design for a two-legged, two-wheeled robot that was fabricated using both
Figure 14. Gallery of designs created by a novice user after a 20 min. training session. Each of the models took between 3 and 25 min. to design and contains multiple components from the database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed (mm/s)</th>
<th>Curvature (1/m)</th>
<th>Turning Angle(rad)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ant</td>
<td>20.60</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragon</td>
<td>14.39</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey</td>
<td>6.99</td>
<td>6.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>14.56</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>352.02</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Simulated and experimental speed, curvature, and turning angle values for each of the six fabricated robots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Usage</th>
<th>Print Time</th>
<th>Assembly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ant</td>
<td>2176 g</td>
<td>614 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragon</td>
<td>1795 g</td>
<td>517 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>1154 g</td>
<td>358 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey</td>
<td>2779 g</td>
<td>499 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>841 g</td>
<td>342 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>1955 g</td>
<td>661 g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Fabrication time and material usage for 3D printing vs. our proposed 3D print and fold method. The 3D print and fold method provides substantial time and material savings.

Table 3. Specifications for aluminum and print and fold robot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aluminum</th>
<th>Print and fold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>627 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>602 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>368 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>9.300 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>18.91 mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload capacity</td>
<td>14.456 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our 3D print and fold approach and by waterjetting and folding 3.18 mm thick aluminum sheet. The geometries of the two models were the same, up to a scaling factor, and the gaits were identical. In its folded state, the aluminum robot was 627 mm × 602 mm × 368 mm. Because of its size, we changed parts of the electronics design to enable larger motors and voltages to be used. Rubber sheet was attached to the bottoms of the legs and to the rims of the wheels to prevent the sharp corners of the metal from snagging or scratching the floor. Table 3 shows a comparison of the robot to its 3D print and fold counterpart. The robot is able to carry a payload in excess of 14 kg. It walks at about half the speed of the 3D print and fold robot due to the gearing in the motors used.

The system currently allows users only to make geometry and motion design decisions, but the automated generation of the fabrication plan also enables end users to more easily program robots for high-level behaviors. To test this feature, the aluminum robot was designed using the system for forward, backward, and left and right turning gaits. It was then instrumented with range sensors. We manually added some additional code to choose a gait depending on the sensor input but did not change any of the generated software. The resulting robot was able to navigate an obstacle course of cardboard boxes without colliding with the environment.

It is worth noting that although our database was designed for the purpose of creating ground robots, many of the parts can also be used for other tasks. For example, legs and fingers on robots are essentially equivalent in all but intended functionality. Our system is flexible enough to accommodate manipulation tasks by simply allowing users to connect multi-link legs to functional patches on the tops or sides of robot bodies (ref. Figure 20).

Limitation

Our system is subject to a few limitations. First and foremost, as with most data-driven methods, our system’s design space is restricted to the designs that can be composed from the database using our grammar. Experts designers are needed
to expand the set of building blocks from which users can compose their own designs. Methods for expanding the database that are accessible to novice users are needed to overcome this limitation.

With regards to the animation and simulation, our system currently only considers the geometry and kinematics of the robot. As a result, the electronics modules in all of our robots are the same. However, actuation is often a large challenge in robot design. Simulations that incorporate environmental or task constraints such as load, dynamic forces, and robustness in order to generate more applicable robot models are needed.

Finally, our user feedback is restricted to local guidance. Performance metrics are calculated for the current robot model, and guidance arrows provide information on how to make local design changes to improve metrics. Thus, the system is currently unable to accommodate situations where more global changes are needed (e.g., changing the dimensions of multiple parts simultaneously) or where additional parts should be added. It is also unable to determine when a user-designed model is unable to achieve the desired performance metrics given the parameter constraints. Methods that enable the system to provide this feedback will significantly strengthen the system.

Discussion and Future Work

We have presented a system that allows novice designers to create functional robots using an assembly-based modeling approach. The system enables users to explore the space of geometries and gaits in their models in order to efficiently achieve desired performance metrics. It incorporates simulation and optimization methods to provide the user with feedback and guidance on how to modify their designs. It also takes care of the implementation details required for fabrication, allowing users to focus on the conceptual high-level design. We have demonstrated this end-to-end pipeline by designing and fabricating multiple robot models.

In the future, it would be interesting to expand the system to incorporate dynamic simulations and verification, as well as to address a wider variety of tasks. We showed with our obstacle course that the system is able to provide sufficient feedback for standard planning tasks. However, real world robots must be able to interact with a physical environment. It would therefore be useful for the system to also be able to estimate metrics such as robustness, allowable load, and battery life.

Our results demonstrate that a design approach that simultaneously tackles geometry and motion aspects of a robot design can lead to better design performance. Using a tool that provides interactive feedback on performance metrics, novice users are able to efficiently explore the combined geometry and motion space to produce functional robots within a few hours. In the future, we believe that similar data-driven fabrication systems will enable mass customization and production of robots for the general public.
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Figure 16. Six robots designed and fabricated using the system. Numbers over the limbs indicate the step sequence.

Figure 17. The electronics (servomotors, microcontroller, and battery) inside the Monkey example (Figure 16(d)).
Figure 18. Comparison of monkey gait in simulation and from physical robot. The robot motion matches those from the simulations.

Figure 19. Large fold robot designed in system and fabricated from 0.125 in. thick aluminum sheet.

Figure 20. Robot with gripper constructed by attaching 2-link legs to a functional patch on the top of the robot body.
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